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EMPOWERING GOVERNMENTS TO RESPOND TO AND MANAGE SHARED GLOBAL 
CHALLENGES THROUGH THE USE OF INTEGRATED STATISTICAL AND GEOSPATIAL 

DATA 

Introduction 

This report constitutes a Background Document to the report of the High-level Group of the Integrated 
Geospatial Information Framework (HLG-IGIF) for consideration by the Committee of Experts on Global 
Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM), submitted as E/C.20/2023/9/Add.1. 

The document offers a comprehensive overview of the SDG Data Alliance's journey, achievements, and 
progress over the past year. As the SDG Data Alliance continues to evolve and expand, a noticeable surge 
in interest from potential partners, government entities, and geospatial experts who are keen to join 
the effort and gain a deeper understanding of the SDG Data Alliance's work. 

The SDG Data Alliance is striving to accelerate achievement of the SDGs made possible by advances on 
individual United Nations Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (UN-IGIF) Country-level Action 
Plans for developing nations throughout Latin America, Asia-Pacific, and Africa. In August 2022, and in 
making decision 12/105 at its twelfth session, the Committee of Experts requested the SDG Data Alliance 
to report back on its progress. This report is created in response to that request, offering a snapshot of 
the Alliance's progress so far and a vision for the future. 

Prepared in parallel with the report of the HLG-IGIF this background document will be accessible on the 
website of the thirteenth session of the Committee of Experts under Agenda Item 7. This report will 
ensure a comprehensive understanding of both the Alliance's specific contributions and the broader 
global efforts in geospatial data advancement for sustainable development. 

 

What is the SDG Data Alliance? 

The SDG Data Alliance is an open, community-driven, multi-stakeholder partnership comprising the 
private sector, foundations, UN organizations, and local and national governments. The collaboration 
and support of each partner is what makes the work of the Alliance possible. The founding partners are 
PVBLIC Foundation, Esri, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, and the United Nations GGIM Secretariat. Esri and 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation are also contributing partners alongside Chia Network. 

Countries are beneficiaries. The SDG Data Alliance’s technology, expertise, and financial support 
enables countries to plan for the implementation of the UN-IGIF and to measure, monitor and report on 
progress towards implementation of the SDGs. More precisely, the Alliance makes it possible to allocate 
resources to address all forms of inequity (with a focus on SDG 10: reducing inequalities) which is 
fundamental to achieving all SDGs, and creating a just, healthy, and prosperous world where no one is 
left behind and everyone can thrive. 

Scope 

Launched at the United Nations High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development in New York in 
July 2021, the SDG Data Alliance was created to bring geographic information systems, or GIS, 

https://ggim.un.org/meetings/GGIM-committee/12th-Session/documents/GGIM12_report_e.pdf
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technology and capabilities to developing nations in order to accelerate achievement of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). The Alliance works with countries to support the development of: 

 
● SDG Data Hubs for national governments to share data, monitor public investments, track SDGs 

and engage stakeholders. Data hubs allow countries to monitor progress towards the SDGs by goal, 
target and indicator. The creation of SDG.org and the development of SDG Data Hubs not only serves 
as a mechanism to achieve the SDGs, but also to bring awareness to key issues and will make it easier 
for countries, communities and investors to make better choices about how they achieve SDG 
impact. 

● UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plans (CAP) to ensure geospatial information is developed, 
maintained and accessible. The main goal of the CAP is to improve national geospatial information 
management, which is an essential element of national digital infrastructures that contributes to 
the achievement of national development, including attaining the SDGs. The SDG Data Alliance’s 
country-level initiative addresses three key influences: governance, technology and people. The 
ultimate goal of the CAP is that countries are able to act on SDG indicators to achieve meaningful 
results. 

Key Accomplishments and Progress 

The SDG Data Alliance has evolved into a successful initiative with five collaborating partners, three 
implementing partners and 19 participating country governments. The Alliance is having a positive 
impact on moving each country toward capabilities, capacity, and sustainability of geospatial 
information management. Prior to the Alliance, there was no resource that offered a holistic approach 
to supporting the UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plans and SDG Data Hubs. This unique approach is 
allowing countries to not only track progress towards achieving the SDGs but also develop the 
capabilities to make data-driven decisions. Below is a summary of the Data Alliance’s accomplishments 
and progress made since August 2022 to date. 

Stakeholder Workshops  

Stakeholder workshops are a crucial component of the UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plan's development 
process. These workshops serve as a valuable platform for sharing knowledge, building trust, 
encouraging dialogue, and ensuring the active participation of all relevant stakeholders. They provide 
an opportunity for a diverse range of voices to be heard and contribute to shaping the ‘national’ Action 
Plan. 

The SDG Data Alliance recognizes the importance of these workshops and has actively supported them 
in several ways. Our contribution extends to assisting with organization and coordination, providing 
essential financial support, and when feasible, participating in person. 

Mozambique Stakeholder Workshop 

In collaboration with the SDG Data Alliance, the Government of Mozambique, through the National 
Geospatial Development Agency, held a Stakeholder Engagement Workshop in Maputo, Mozambique, 
on 9 May 2023. With an objective to engage stakeholders in the sharing of strategic information that 
would support the elaboration and advancement of a national UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plan (CAP) 
to improve the management and use of geographic information for acceleration and monitoring of the 
achievement of the SDGs. Sixty stakeholders attended the event, making it a success in terms of 
participation and the identification of next steps for the CAP. 

https://www.sdg.org/
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A significant portion of the Workshop was 
dedicated to analyzing Mozambique’s current 
and future standing concerning geospatial 
information through completing the baseline 
UN-IGIF CAP resource material for the 
geospatial information ecosystem in 
Mozambique against each of the nine strategic 
pathways of the UN-IGIF. This included 
validating the work accomplished thus far, such 
as the surveys, as well as determining a Vision, 
Mission and Guiding Principles. The country 
also worked on the PEST (Political, Economic, 
Social, Technological) and SWOT (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analyses 
on the integrated management of geographic 
information. 

The Workshop offered stakeholders a platform 
to assess the existing conditions, explore 
potential future scenarios, and identify key influencing factors towards a future roadmap. These 
collective insights will strengthen Mozambique's approach towards integrating geospatial information 
into their planning and decision-making processes. 

Panama Stakeholder Workshop 

In collaboration with the SDG Data Alliance the Government of Panama, through the Tommy Guardia 
National Geographic Institute, held a Workshop as a ‘High-Level Session on Geospatial Information’ on 
22 June 2023 in Panama City, aimed at fulfilling task 7 of the UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plan (CAP) 
and engaging all relevant stakeholders in the overall UN-IGIF process. In Panama, the process of 
implementing the UN-IGIF began with the signing of resolution No. 002 of 27 September 2023, of the 
National Land Administration Council, which authorizes the General Administrator of the National Land 
Administration Authority (ANATI) to start the project. 

The Workshop was attended by 40 diverse stakeholders, including representatives from Panama's 
government, business sector, and community members. Therefore, an additional aim was to inform 
decision makers and representatives of key institutions in the development of geospatial data, as well 
as allied companies, what within the project is called ‘interested parties.’ As a result, the development 
of CAP also gained the support of wider government. 

Objectives of the Workshop included: 

• Fulfilling task #7 for the implementation of the UN-IGIF CAP. 

• Publicize the progress of the Data Alliance Project in Panama. 

• Recognize the importance of geospatial information in public management. 

• Contribute to reinforce critical thinking in the current state of geospatial information. 

• Present examples of implementations of other countries on the National Geospatial Plan. 

• Provide an opportunity to dialogue with decision makers on the formulation of strategies for the 
consistent development of geospatial data. 

Outcomes of the Workshop included: 

• Reviewed the project’s activities and the role of each stakeholder. 
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• Briefed directors about the project and communicated its importance. 

• Analyzed the current state of geospatial information, geographical standards and the role of each 
institution on this front. 

• Obtained the commitment from institutions to support the various tasks being carried out for the 
development of the National Action Plan on geospatial information. 

The incorporation of critical thinking allowed participants to carry out analyses on the state of geospatial 
information in their institutions and the responsibilities that each actor has in the face of geographical 
norms and standards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SDG Data Hubs 

Various hubs have made significant progress in the last six months: 

o Burkina Faso is finalizing its hub and expects to launch an initial version this August. 
o South Africa is actively working on its hub with an expected launch this August. 
o The University of Minnesota created an initial "hub of hubs," with the goal of collecting data from 

the entire State of Minnesota, serving 87 counties with tracking of SDGs and relevant data for 
decision-making. The hub has been published. 

o Grenada, Palau, the Federated States of Micronesia, and Republic of the Marshall Islands are 
expected to launch their hubs this year. 

o More than a dozen meetings and training sessions have been held to provide countries with 
geospatial capabilities and promote information exchange.  

Country-level Action Plans 

o Burkina Faso:  Recently, a Workshop was held with the Ministry of Finance to finalize the UN-IGIF 
Country-level Action Plan. As a result, the National Strategy was improved, and the Geographic 
Institute of Burkina Faso (IGB) was encouraged to seek funders for the various activities. Work 
continues on a national geospatial strategy with a target date of October for approval by the Council 
of Ministers. 

o Ethiopia: The UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plan was completed and launched at an event held in 
December 2022. Ethiopia is now looking at possible funding to commence the implementation of 
the CAP. 

o Tonga: Had its UN-IGIF Country-level Action Plan endorsed by its National Cabinet of Ministers. This 
is an important step for the adoption and implementation of the Plan. 
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Awards and Recognition 

o Two SDG Data Alliance country participants, Mr. Patrick Ouedraogo, Geographic Institute of Burkina 
Faso, and Ms. Catalina Tapia Johnson, Ministry of National Assets, Chile, each received Rising Star 
Awards in May 2023 at the Geospatial World Forum in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The recognition 
of Patrick and Catalina as Rising Stars is a testament to the impact of their work and the Data 
Alliance's efforts in creating a community-driven partnership to achieve the SDGs. 

 
o At the same event, PVBLIC Foundation was 

recognized as the Development Organization 
of the Year by the Geospatial World 
Leadership Awards jury for its excellent work 
in promoting and advancing the 2030 SDG 
Agenda to the global community. Geospatial 
World has constituted these awards since 
2007 with an objective to recognize, honor and 
celebrate professional excellence, 
contributions, and achievements of 
professionals, institutions and organizations. 
In particular, those looking for new solutions 
to address critical challenges, and in the 
process create a lasting impact on society. 

 
 
 
 
SDG.org and Community Engagement 

o SDG.org is transitioning into a virtual center of excellence, creating a space for all hubs to live while 
providing valuable resources to countries on how to build hubs. 

 
o SDG.org was recently revamped with the purpose of including a fresh design, language from the new 

SDG Data Alliance Strategy, and to better tell the story of the Alliance. 

https://www.geospatialworld.net/rising-stars/2023/
https://www.geospatialworld.net/rising-stars/2023/
https://www.pvblic.org/post/pvblic-foundation-development-organization-of-the-year-geospatial-world-forum
https://www.pvblic.org/post/pvblic-foundation-development-organization-of-the-year-geospatial-world-forum
https://www.sdg.org/
https://www.sdg.org/
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o A communications strategy was developed this year and is being implemented. As part of this 
strategy, every month new content is posted on SDG.org and social media channels. Examples of 
content posted include a new story highlighting the SDG of the month, weekly social media posts 
promoting the Alliance and resources and events. 

o A video explainer about the SDG Data Alliance was developed and posted on the website to inform 
governments, organizations and citizens about the value of the Data Alliance and increase 
engagement with the website. 

Advancing SDG 10 

SDG 10 is a complex and multifaceted Goal that requires the consolidation of numerous resources and 
strategies. PVBLIC Foundation has created content and developed innovative tools like StoryMaps to 
advance this cause. Here are some of the initiatives: 

o Content Creation: The Data Alliance has been active in creating rich and informative content aimed 
at raising awareness about SDG 10. This includes reports, articles, blogs, and infographics that 
provide a deeper understanding of the issues at hand and the actions needed to reduce inequalities.  

o Storymap Development: Storymaps are interactive tools that integrate maps, data, images, and 
narrative text to tell a story about a specific topic or issue. The Data Alliance is leveraging this 
technology to highlight the geographic dimensions of inequality and visually illustrate how different 
policies and interventions can impact SDG 10. 

 

Event Organization and Participation 

United Nations High-level Political Forum (HLPF), New York - The SDG Data Alliance is actively 
conducting a series of workshops and engagement activities with Member States, focusing on Voluntary 
National Reviews (VNRs) and data hubs. These activities coincide with the High-level Political Forum 
(HLPF) in New York in July. The primary objective being to simplify the process of SDG data reporting 
and investigate the connection between VNRs and data hubs. Through the workshops and engagements, 
we aim to leverage this forum to highlight the importance of data in tracking and driving progress 
towards the SDGs. 

Strategy 2023-2028 

The SDG Data Alliance Strategy 2023-2028 was developed 
under the leadership of PVBLIC Foundation and the Alliance 
partners to describe the scope of work of the Data Alliance, 
its governance, and overall vision and strategy for the next 
five years. The document is being used as a tool to stay on 
track with goals and objectives as well as to communicate 
progress to partners, funders and governments. 

SDG Data Alliance partners developed and incorporated a 
plan of action for 2023 and 2024 to guide the work of the 
Data Alliance. The plan of action includes objectives, 
milestones and metrics for the next grant period. 
 
 

https://www.sdg.org/
https://www.sdg.org/pages/about-us
https://ago-item-storage.s3.amazonaws.com/8470bbc106d643158590ee7d33e52fc2/FV-SDG_Data_Alliance_Strategy_Final_Document_for_Public_Distribution.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEL3%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCICPz%2FtatngxeIrh7gfgEeexwHSbYa6wds063GPMu3vl0AiEAvB1blYJwNMI44%2BJ8KdDRPAwJNICYo02gtmNDNzLS7D0qswUIRhAAGgw2MDQ3NTgxMDI2NjUiDKLht9cUxjZ3n46vSCqQBQkSxEF2xH7sxaoKGLTdwJ9BznZjCH0tcudGt3sFsnNu2NK4hne9hhpQZB7%2F9bgCTwEaJV3nU1hWd1rPH5QG1MxRG14DdO3R%2B68sBVjQaMHPzbseux%2FEQ2tvFkZ69ZE4ZE0d8SbsXrfYArC74oajjrmNCILqg1BnA3%2B9OroSDznSUJ8524jJd3qGVrXF%2BTXHGL%2Brmdr2XITnkq6oYf2TZCmHEOdiVUqE8hDJBt32NkotceRjQMuGHbV0sQKqo91DfcHmmPP%2FLxjawPG8FQfpd65bfQlYpcqZgaoFRMkszYg4pWVCaBIXyLK7DhRhEdoLOoZzs7UhCgCDvw9OX3olio4eehEwS%2BDJsiZpOgpVLu01lPcAR3E%2BXZF2jHhYQBGd7%2FLGNPtwmpUt1rLjytSVJbyUT5YLk6E59YNYVwTzgiQFzAuAi9nxLRcWkZRBy0iXpJpgMBzNZmoSz%2Blo6LX29tPk%2Fezdb0mW8vMD0gW8HVfdEmZlccWSdDukgX7akFqX3%2FwpUzoKLBfW7I2l8l6mdA2ODctt0A%2BiswP8lmQgc2OC%2BKcq688P6sGV2V4faX61wAiTGPWlfT80VyTay7x%2F79osMwG8i4BRdx9d2FYZsCPHnWtfpxo%2B%2FZLdWXTzi8gDEnUgECw3DoTco9LFp6h679UBhiBPk1ykWWkDqsG13w6VcIgxcTtX5UodFdtKKbO3huXh%2B5YaQxIDBFLgagrSzSvP%2B59ee%2Brh1n24umlpW41I0BceKDAZRAKOQMj7RXpB7kFXnNmIqeetvTpmOyN%2BU%2BJ1kQmcsS1%2FPf4wSGVXYIKmcwCH23TWa8svJVzVJrBoOof8oVl3uRO9ZljJkxLc9ANwtzYc4ZtImQBpsZnBTda6MJbDz6UGOrEB6opql1vd6bxLfHgvLp3J5C72WatoXPFO40wZ5hszB4IWqOtKjtH0mTox6mpilARj5BrK4DjE1LNdGJpYVKYuP8FEofwolwjldjtMdLlVUZCQblafuYUvmZ4Q01xjTSC9wjKYblicTu4We4MjaHJl4%2FYgkPUgtfnwy3kwFG3GItOTEPLvLgV%2FsdlYr5DF8QqNBMKX5m%2BfItnh6d4EthXmrr0LGa23q57rPxgFM2zlMk8A&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20230716T131432Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKER2MCWNPC%2F20230716%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=580973bfbfd3eb61005c072debc1e3a583b33f0431ac16a02b01c8ddf2675803
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What’s Next for the SDG Data Alliance? 

The SDG Data Alliance remains committed to supporting developing countries in achieving their 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As part of this endeavour, the Alliance has formulated a detailed 
roadmap within its 5-year strategy that outlines the key milestones it aims to achieve. 

o Completion of SDG Data Hubs: We aim to establish and fully operationalize SDG Data Hubs in our 
target countries. These hubs will serve as central points for the collection, analysis, and 
dissemination of SDG-related data, facilitating effective monitoring and decision-making. 

o Transformation of SDG.org: Our goal is to transform SDG.org into a center of excellence, a platform 
that provides cutting-edge resources, best practices, and expertise on SDGs and related data issues. 

o Implementation of IGIF Country-level Action Plans: We plan to support the implementation of the 
Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) Country-level Action Plans, enhancing the use 
and management of geospatial information in our target countries. 

o Wide Access to Training: We aim to offer wide access to training for various stakeholders, enhancing 
their capacity to use and interpret SDG-related data. 

o Increased Stakeholder Engagement: Our roadmap includes increased engagement with 
stakeholders across sectors, promoting a more inclusive and participatory approach to achieving the 
SDGs. 

o On-going Funding: We recognize the importance of sustainable financing for our work, and thus, we 
aim to secure ongoing funding for our initiatives. 

o Adaptation to Emerging Technologies: As we look to the future, we understand that new 
technologies will emerge that could potentially reshape our work. We are prepared to adapt and 
harness these technologies for enhanced impact. 

 

 

17 July 2023 


